“A transformed school will not look like that brick
building set apart from society it is intended to serve.
A transformed school will be an integrated part of the
community and its students will be active participants
and contributors to the community.
in short, a transformed school will look more like life.”
Houle, D. and Cobb, J. (2011)

inaugural founding year

Annual Report
2020
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OUR CONSTITUTION

VISION

The guiding principles are based on developing a co-learning
community, which:
• emphasises holistic, student-centred experiential learning
• is centred around sustainability, community, technology,
citizenship and service, entrepreneurship, wellness and
academic excellence
• is committed to celebrating, supporting and integrating
indigenous culture and heritage
• has a focus on educating students using progressive pedagogy to
address personal learning goals
• takes an active part in the community life of the local community
for every campus under the governance of the Company; and
• if feasible, provides access to enrolment and residential care
facilities for pupils outside the community.

The Living School is about the power of inspiring places…
• where children learn in and out of the textbook, classroom, school
and community
• teaching is untethered to be free to explore excellence through
integrated thematic units, academic rigour in conceptual
understanding, contextual association of concepts to experiences
via excursions, incursions, artisan programs to embrace exploring,
making, performing, serving, growing and cooking.
• parents connect via opportunities and involvement, drawing on our
community and networks to support all our children and teachers.
• and a community thrives by connecting a school with a town, diverse
natural landscape, indigenous lore and history.
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Theme 1: A message from key school bodies
A message from our School Board - the Living School Guardians of
Purpose.
The Living School commenced operations in January 2020. The
Guardians of Purpose (School Board) are charged with stewardship of
the School’s distinctive mission as described in our constitution:
Living Schools Global is established for the object of operating a coeducational independent multi-campus not-for-profit school based
on the principles of pluralism, humanism and progressive learning.
The guiding principles are based on developing an holistic co-learning
community, which: (a) emphasises holistic, student-centred experiential
learning (b) is centred around sustainability, community, technology,
citizenship and service, entrepreneurship, wellness and academic
excellence (c) is committed to celebrating, supporting and integrating
Indigenous culture and heritage (d) has a focus on educating students
using progressive pedagogy to address personal learning goals (e)
takes an active part in the community life of the local community for
every campus under the governance of the Company; and (f) if feasible,
provides access to enrolment and residential care facilities for pupils
outside the community. The Living School is about the power of inspiring
places...where children learn, teaching is untethered, parents connect,
and a community thrives.
The Guardians operate as Directors of Living Schools Global Pty Ltd and
impart appropriate corporate and educational oversight.
The Guardians met four times in 2020 and comprise an intentionally
diverse set of skills and experiences across a range of locales and sector
contexts. The governance framework for the School was established,
with an early focus on ensuring the policy and regulatory obligations
were in place. In line with the active and experiential learning ethos
of the School, attention was focused on ensuring appropriate risk
management processes were in place.
The establishment of the School took place in a context of
unprecedented external events, including bushfires, flood and then
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COVID-19. All these events impacted the school community in some
form, and required an active and engaged approach to governance,
requiring a particularly close management approach between the Chair
and Conductor/Principal. This responsive approach enabled the school
to effectively navigate these external events, whilst continuing to build
trust and confidence in the operations of the School. This can be best
evaluated through the gradual increase in enrollments at the School,
even during the height of the COVID lockdown in March 2020.
The Guardians of Purpose have focused attentively on the underpinning
financial model of the school as a not-for-profit and a for-purpose
organisation. The Guardians have a clear view of the School’s operating
performance and this confidence allowed the School to grow new
services and learning support to meet its needs. The School closed
out 2020 in a healthy position, with strong financial performance and
associated management.
Whilst the School commenced as a Kindergarten to Year 8 offering
with conditional approval, the subsequent successful NESA inspection
meant Living School was granted a full 5 year approval for K-8 as
a registered and accredited NSW school. In our first year, we also
applied to grow our Stage 5 for 2021, and we were successful in gaining
conditional approval. This undertaking has allowed us to continue our
vision toward a full K-13 school. This is a strong outcome in the first
six months of operation and one that reflects the management and
governance strengths of the School.
In line with the continued growth of the School, new learning
spaces were activated - including an elevated ‘red rattler’ train as
the dedicated Science and Technology hub. Outside play spaces
were expanded continually to ensure that there was a level of new
excitement upon commencement of each new term. Adjacent premises
were leased and converted to afford more space to expand the
Kindergarten to Year Four cohorts.
‘Jabay’ - the school canteen - joined the School Food Project and
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quickly established itself as a key part of the School. Jabay provides
nutritious food for students, yet also provides rich learning environments
for students and is underpinned by a ‘parents and partners’ program.
Jabay operated up to two days per week in 2020.

and approved for implementation in 2021. This whole-of-school
review process will provide opportunities for voice and agency across
the school community and provide the Guardians with visibility and
insight to further guide the development of the School. As part of this
commitment to leading practice, the School was invited to join the
University of Melbourne’s New Metrics for Success program and this
work will further strengthen a progressive approach to understanding
issues of performance and achievement.

Given the challenges associated with mobility in regional communities,
the Living School invested in transport options, leasing three buses
to offer access to the Lismore campus for families living in coastal
areas. These transport options meant families who had previously
never ventured to Lismore were now able to familiarise themselves with The early momentum of the School was further confirmed to the
the resources available from this designated Regional Centre (of the
Guardians, through a visit and review undertaken by Professor Pasi
Northern Rivers).
Sahlberg, from the Gonski Institute of Education at the University of
New South Wales and former advisor to the Minister for Education in
The Guardians worked closely with the Conductor and management
Finland. Professor Sahlberg reviewed the schools curriculum model
team to define a set of development priorities for the School. Central
and programs, and spoke highly of the Living School’s vision and
to these priorities is the need to provide for the School’s long term
implementation as a co-learning community focus.
expansion. The School entered into a long term lease on a significant
new building in the centre of Lismore, that will be activated in 2021
The 2020 year concluded with strong levels of student satisfaction, an
as new focal point for the School. This new space will evolve to act
engaged parent community with strong teaching, management and
as a second campus of the School and provide customised facilities
governance capability. The Living School is poised to further grow in
to support the development of the senior school program, the Living
2021 in line with its distinctive mission.
School Academy. This development will not only secure the future of the
School, yet arguably it will also contribute to the future diversification
and growth of the City of Lismore.
A critical element of the early success of the School is due to the
calibre of the teaching and support staff. Staffing levels grew in concert
with enrollments, with significant interest from prestigious schools
located in Sydney and Melbourne. The distinct mission and associated
model for progressive schooling has clearly resonated with education
professionals that have expressed a strong interest to join the School.
This interest is an encouraging further affirmation of the early trajectory
of the School.
As reflective of the Guardians deep commitment to the organisation as
a co-learning community, a leadership review process was developed

Chair of Board, 2020
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Theme 2: Contextual
Information about the school and
characteristics of the student body
Living School is established to offer a new progressive model of
schooling. The focus is to be a co-learning community, where
students feel ownership and are given the opportunity to thrive as
engaged learners.
Living School is identified as inner regional, is combined
(co-educational) and non-government, with membership to the
Association of Independent Schools, NSW.
School student body:
Living School opened with a roll of 78 students K-8.
Over the course of the year, this enrolment figure grew to 98
students, with 5% identifying as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait
Islander.
As a new school, our population growth was beyond expectation
– and the calibre of student upheld our values of Respect,
Responsibility and positive/productive Relationships. A major
emphasis for creating Living School was to engage learners in
schooling.
There are approximately equal numbers of boys and girls. Living
School emphasises individuality with policies such as no school
uniform and teachers addressed by first name only.
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Theme 3: Student outcomes in
standardised national literacy and
numeracy testing
As NAPLAN assessments were cancelled in 2020 owing to COVID-19,
and as Living School was in its first year of operation, we have no results
to provide.

Theme 4: Senior secondary
outcomes (student achievement)
In 2020, Living School did not offer senior secondary.
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Theme 5: Teacher professional learning, accreditation & qualifications
Living School emphasises collective efficacy as a key to driving learning
success.
Our staff are exceptionally creative, flexible and cohesive. Our website
highlights our teachers’ dreams, qualifications and experience - CLICK
HERE.
All teaching staff participated in regular professional development days.
At the commencement of our first year, all staff attended two days of
professional development, including compliance training in first aid and
senior resuscitation.
As well, the first Saturday of every holiday break is a staff professional
development day. Living School does not believe it is appropriate to hold
Pupil Free Days for professional development, as we see school days as
vital for our teaching and learning programs.

Description of the professional learning activity

No of staff
participating

First Aid and Senior Resuscitation (includes CPR
training, Asthma and Analyphasix and use of the
Defibrillator).

8

ICT- use of Google Suite and teacher
administration

8

Child Protection

13

14
Teacher mentoring and development in
Progressive Education. Guest Speaker: Professor
Pasi Sahlberg, Gonski Institute for Education.
Pasi Sahlberg is a Finnish educator, scholar,
thought-leader and author.
Work Health and Safety (WHS) Policy overviews
13
including Codes of Conduct, Supervision, Fire
emergency evacuation Drill
Fire and Emergency Warden Duties and
1
Responsibilities Training
Positive Behaviour Support (includes pastoral
care, behaviour management, learning support,
disability legislation and conflict resolution)

13

Finally, every Friday in the last term of the year was assigned for
teacher professional development in preparation for the second-year
of operation, which resulted in our unique programming template.

Pasi Sahlberg planting out at Living School in 2020
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Level of Accreditation

No of teachers

Conditional

0

Provisional

1

Proficient

9

Highly Accomplished

0

Lead

0

Category

No of teachers

Teachers having teacher
education qualification for a
higher education institution
within Australia or as
recognised within the National
Office of Overseas Skills
Recognition (AEI-NOOSR)
guidelines, or

10

Teachers having a bachelor’s
degree from a higher
educational institution
within Australia or one
recognised within the AEINOOSR guidelines but lack
formal teacher education
qualifications

0
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Theme 6: Workforce composition
School staff 2020
Teaching Staff
10
Full-time equivalent teaching staff
7.5
Non-teaching staff
4
Full-time equivalent non-teaching staff 3.2
* One of our teachers identifies as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander.
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Theme 7: Student attendance, and retention rates and post-school
the beginning of each day by 9.30am. This roll will then be taken
destinations in secondary schools atto the
school office to be cross referenced against the list of students
The attendance rate across the school years K-8 had been stable
throughout the year. The majority of students were absent due to illness,
specific medical issues or appointments, with a few due to transport
issues to and from school. COVID- restrictions did influence and result
in some extended absenteeism in Term 2, although this created minimal
disruption.

who may be absent for particular extracurricular activities such as
sports carnivals, group excursions, music tuition etc. provided by the
School Secretary. The Office will be checking rolls at 10:15am for any
incomplete registers. The Office will text message or use the school
Whatsapp group to inform any staff late in the marking of their rolls
and/or student absence. No staff member is to release a child to
The school revised our recording keeping. We analysed and implemented anyone other than their parent unless a note is in the Messages section
strategies to improve our attendance data with a new marking procedure of the Sign Out Book.
system across the whole school and classes. The school implements
policy and procedures for the management of student non-attendance
Student Retention Rate in Secondary School
with parents on an ongoing basis through emails, notes, text messages,
Year 10 to 12:
and phone calls. In the event that a written explanation of absence is
not received from the parents or absences within three days, the school This part of the report is not relevant for our school due to our school
follows up with a phone call home. Absences are monitored and parent registered for Years K-8. Neither are the post-school destinations
relevant to this report.
meetings are held to resolve the non-attendance. Mandatory reporting
procedures apply where absences are extended, or the student may be
at risk.
An email absence@living.school has been set up for non-attendance
requests. This email will automatically forward to the school secretary’s
email account office@living.school This has been an effective means
of attendance communication with parents and carers. Students who
arrive late to school must report to the relevant Reception. Parents are
required to notify the School on or before the day of a student’s absence.
Should leave be required for a day or more, application should be made
by parents (in advance and in writing), to the Conductor. At the School we
discourage student absence during term time for holidays.
Living School has in place procedures to ensure all staff are trained
in the expectations and requirements for attendance on a regular
basis as part of the compliance training and refresher training prior
to the start of each academic year. In monitoring student attendance
during the academic school day, the morning teacher will take a roll
Living School acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of Bundjalung Country, and all countries of the first people’s nation. We pay respect to Elders past, present and emerging.
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Theme 8: Enrolment policies
1. The Application Process

Factors for consideration

When considering whether a student will support the ethos of the
Application for Enrolment Forms are obtainable online. When
school the following factors will be considered:
Living School receives the Application for Enrolment, any supporting
1. the capacity to self-manage, study independently, stay safe and
documentation, as well as the required processing fee ($200), the child’s
adhere to the Living School’s VAST model (in settings inside and outside
name is placed on the Admissions list for the required year of entry.
of the school campus).
2. The ability of the prospective student to benefit from the educational
Understand, the receipt of an Application for Enrolment Form does not
offering of the School.
mean the child is enrolled. Lodgement of the relevant Application for
3. The ability of the prospective student to contribute positively to the
Enrolment and processing fee will be deemed as agreeing to support the
Living School community.
policy and procedures of The Living School.
4. The student and family’s preparedness and capacity to embrace the
school’s community-centred holistic learning approach.
• Each Application for Enrolment is subject to an interview with the
The school will not discriminate against students according to
Conductor (school principal), or the Conductor’s delegate, in the year
disability, race, gender, or denomination.
preceding entry.
• An offer of a place is confirmed in writing, pending outcomes of the
3. Notes and Procedures
enrolment interview.
ENROLMENT PROCESS “POINTS OF ENTRY”
• Acceptance of the offer of a place is confirmed on receipt by the
The School has limited places to offer. After these places are offered,
School of the Enrolment Charge by the stipulated date.
a waiting list is drawn up. This list will be used to make later Offers of
• The School will collaborate with parents/carers to assess the
diverse learning needs of each student, so we require all supporting Enrolment if students to whom initial offers were made decide not to
accept their offers, or if students already enrolled withdraw from the
documentation regarding a child’s schooling needs.
School.

2. Criteria for Enrolment

We will assess all applications to enrol against the following criteria:
Siblings of students already enrolled in the school may be given priority
for enrolment.
Applications for enrolment are prioritised according to the date order of
receiving the application for enrolment.
While it is not a specified criterion in the Enrolment Policy and
Procedures, when the number of available placements is limited, it
is appropriate to consider the age and development of a child when
discerning between applicants who are equally qualified.
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RECEIVING An Offer of Enrolment
The School’s Enrolment Process is outlined in this document. All
Offers of Enrolment are subject to an interview with the Conductor
(school principal). Prior to the School making an Offer of Enrolment,
an Application to Enrol, together with an Application Fee, needs to
be received and processed. All Applicants are assessed against the
Enrolment Criteria, and Applicants that meet the Enrolment Criteria
are sent an invitation to participate in the Enrolment Interview.
Successful Applicants then receive an Offer of Enrolment.
DEFERRING An Offer of Enrolment
Whilst it is possible to defer a student’s Application to Enrol to a later
point of entry, it is not possible to defer an Offer of Enrolment. If we
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offer a student a place for a particular entry point, that offer only applies PARENTS’ DECLARATION
to that point of entry – it does not apply for a later entry point.
In completing the Application to Enrol form we will ask parents/carers
to declare that to the best of their knowledge they have:
For example, if we offer a child a place at the School starting in Year
disclosed any individual needs of their child
5, but the parents decide that they wish to defer the child’s entry until
provided a copy of any Parenting or Restraint Order that applies to the
Year 7, they cannot defer the original offer to take it up at the later
prospective student and parent(s) and
entry point. They can, however, choose to have their child remain on
completed fully the Application to Enrol form
the normal “List of Prospective Students” for the next point of entry. We If a parent withholds information relevant to the Application and
will reconsider their Application to Enrol at the next entry point, with all Enrolment Process then we will reserve the right to refuse, or
other applications.
terminate, the Enrolment Process on these grounds.
ENROLMENT CONTRACT
Parents may accept a place for their child by signing the Enrolment
Contract and paying the required Enrolment Fee. This will establish the
parents’ agreement to support the School Rules and Policies, to pay the
School Fees and Charges, to accept the Conditions of Enrolment and the
consequences of suspension or termination of Enrolment.
FEES DURING THE ENROLMENT PROCESS
Application Fee ($200) to be paid and forwarded with the Application to
Enrol form. This amount is non-refundable and does not guarantee a
place at the School.
Acceptance Fee ($1500) – to be paid within twenty-one (21) days of the
Offer of Enrolment, unless otherwise specified at the time of offer. This
fee confirms a student’s enrolment at Living School and is refundable
when enrolment in Living School terminates.
PRIVACY OF INFORMATION SUPPLIED
All enrolment information that parents supply during the enrolment
process will be kept confidential and accessed only by those staff
involved in the enrolment process. If an application to enrol is not
successful we will retain the information, with the permission of the
parents, in case a place should become available later.

WHEN GUARDIANS OR CARERS ARE ENROLLING STUDENTS
In this Policy we have referred to ‘parents’ to indicate those people
responsible for enrolling students. Most of our enrolments involve the
natural parents of children so we have chosen to use this terminology
to simplify our documents. However, we readily accommodate an
Application to Enrol, where guardians or carers have responsibility for a
student’s application.
WHEN SEPARATED SINGLE PARENTS ARE ENROLLING STUDENTS
Living School expects openness and honesty when enrolling a student.
The School expects all parties with legal responsibilities for a child
to be aware, to communicate all enrolment requirements, and to be
supportive of their child’s enrolment at Living School.
ENROLMENT POLICY CHANGES
The School reserves the right to alter its Enrolment Policy. Parents
are encouraged to contact the School to find out if there have been any
changes.
FURTHER INFORMATION
In the event that you have any questions, or need further information,
please contact: office@living.school
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4. The Enrolment Timeline

As Living School will be taking enrolments in the first years of growth
throughout the year, the following process will be adhered to:
• The parent/carer completes the Application for Enrolment Form,
which contains questions about the student’s educational needs.
• Living School’s enrolment criteria is applied.
• The Conductor (school principal), or delegate, will interview all
applicants.
• If individual education needs are identified, then the process of
gathering and analysing information is undertaken.
• Following the collection of this information about the student,
the school discusses the program of support and reasonable
adjustments that can be offered with the parents/carers.
If the enrolment is to proceed, the support offered by the school is
outlined in a letter of offer, which may include:
• assistant support
• teacher support
• agency support
• therapeutic support
• equipment and modifications
• an Individual Learning Plan as a framework to review the enrolment
• a behaviour management plan
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Once Living School is operationally managed and enrolments are
stable, the following timeline will be followed:
Term 1
• Distribution of enrolment applications by the school.
Terms 2-3
• Enrolment applications completed and returned to the school with
registration fee and supporting documentation.
• Commence assessment for students with special needs.
Term 4
• Enrolment interviews.
• Enrolment advice letter and offer of place if successful.
Term 5
• Ongoing assessment of individual student needs.
Term 6
• Orientation for new students.
LATE ENROLMENTS
Late enrolments will be accommodated if the need arises and there
is space available. The procedures will be the same as outlined,
however, the time-line will change. Where possible, we shall strive
not to interrupt the teaching and learning programs underway. To this
end, we would prefer to enrol new students at the start of the relevant
new term.
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Theme 9: Other School policies
Summary of Policy

Changes in 2020

Student Welfare

Access to full text

As a new school opening in 2020, our welfare of all the community was
emphasised as a key part of our initial term’s KeyStone theme: Identity.
Living School seeks to provide a safe,
Our focus was to establish a culture of belonging as quickly as possible.
supportive and nurturing environment to
Our focus on attendance was refined with the piloting of Class365, a
support the mental, physical and emotional
wellbeing of learners through programs that: school management system. We developed our Codes of Conduct, and
we implemented training around Child Protection with a local manager
of FACS.
• Meet the personal, social and learning
Students were given opportunities to provide suggestions on how we
needs of students.
develop as a school together. During the COVID-19 crisis, we ensured all
• Provide early intervention programs for
our students were logged into Google Classroom, and our teachers used
students at risk.
Google Meet to connect visually daily.
• Develop students sense of self-worth
and foster personal development and
With the application to extend our offering to Stage 5, our policies were
engagement in schooling
reviewed and aligned with the older year groups’ needs - noting the
need for a School Advocate (counsellor). A room was set aside (called
Chatterbox) and the advocate supported children, employed for two days
per week.

The full text of the
school’s student
welfare policy can be
accessed by request
from the Office, and
via direct request
from the Conductor
(school principal).

Anti-Bullying

The full text of
the school’s antibullying policy can
be accessed via the
Office or by direct
request of the
Conductor (school
principal)

Living School’s policy provides processes for
responding and managing bullying including
access to a school advocate, who can provide
contact information for the local police
School Liaison and Youth Liaison Officers.

I n 2020, Living School reviewed and developed further procedures linked
to our policy on Anti-bullying. This included the appointment of two new
staff positions: Administration Manager and School Advocate (2 days per
week), with direct responsibility around counselling and management.
Living School reviewed its Code of Conduct and strengthened the
communication via a newsletter for increased transparency. The
implementation of Learning Families also established new pathways for
support.
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Theme 9: Other School policies (cont’d)
Summary of Policy

Changes in 2020

Access to full text

Discipline

As a new school, our discipline policy was always focused on expressly
prohibiting corporal punishment, and to establish democratic principles
of engagement.

The full text of the
school’s discipline/
positive behaviour
management policy
can be accessed
via the Office or by
direct request of the
Conductor (school
principal).

Living School expressly prohibits corporal
punishment and does not explictly sanction
the administering of corporal punishment
by non-school persons, including parents, to
enforce discipline at our school.

Over the year, there were workshops with teachers and students on
our principles, resulting in a broader and deeper understanding of our
discipline beliefs. Actions resulting in discipline were communicated
All behaviour management actions are based via regular staff meetings - and students were invited to discuss
procedures. Parents were involved in a Parents as Partners program,
on procedural fairness and stem from a
whereby all were focused on the values of Living School and our
place of support and understanding for the
expectations/requirements.
individual but, ultimately, the community.
Parents are involved in the processes of
procedural fairness when sanctions result
in suspension or - in extreme cases - the
expulsion of a student. Disciplinary actions do
not include exclusion.

Complaints and grievances resolution As a result of our first year in operation, Living School focused on the

The full text of
communication of our policies to ensure all members of the community the school’s antiLiving School’s policy uses as appropriate,
had awareness to, and support for, our resolution protocols. Toward the bullying policy can
procedural fairness in dealing with
end of the year, the Board reviewed and strengthened the complaints
be accessed via the
complaints and grievances and includes
and grievances communication and expectations.
Office or by direct
processes for raising and responding to
request of the
matters of concern identified by parents and/
Conductor (school
or students. These processes incorporate
principal).
how parents raise complaints and grievances
and how the school will respond.
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Theme 10: School determined areas for improvement
Living School has established its structure around the acronym CAPE: Community, Administration, Pedagogy, Environment

Area

Priorities

Achievements

Community

To increase enrolments across the school in
a careful, measured and responsible manner.
Learning group sizes will remain as:

At the end of 2020, Living School grew
enrolments from 78 to 98, with additional
interest for enrolment in 2021. Every
interested student was interviewed
over the latter months in 2020 for
Kindergarten and all other year groups.
Kindergarten developed a waitlist.
Other year groups (ie Y5, Y7) were
oversubscribed.

Enrolments growth

Kindy: 15 (+2)
Year 1: 20 (+2)
Year 2: 20 (+2)
Year 3: 20 (+2)
Year 4: 20 (+2)
Year 5: 20 (+2)
Year 6: 20 (+2)
Year 7: 20 (+2)
Year 8: 20 (+2)
Year 9: 20 (+2) * new year group to be added in 2021
Year 10: 20 (+2) * new year group to be added in 2021

Community

Parents as Partners

To create a co-learning culture, whereby parents felt
welcomed and supported.

The fall out from COVID lockdowns and
mandated restrictions led to a delay
in having parents attend gatherings.
However, prior to and after restrictions,
we held termly Parents as Partners
training sessions.
Jabay parent support grew over the year.
Parents became involved in some
lessons - with their expertise opening us
to specialist support, e.g. photography,
law, electrical circuitry, gardening,
construction.
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Area

Priorities

Achievements

Community

To establish a creative artisan program whereby
parents and members of the community could
support our teachers in their delivery of specialist
and creative learning opportunities.

Every Friday in the final term of our first
year - Service - parents and community
members were supported to deliver
learning experiences. As a result,
class teachers were able to meet to
develop the planning and programming
requirements for the following 2021
academic year.

Community

To introduce nutritious and home-cooked food to
Living School via its unique Jabay canteen offering.

Living School signed an MOU with The
School Food Project and established our
canteen for one day per week.

Community

To offer private bus transport to Living School for
families living some distance away.

Community

To establish a working Board with exceptional
guidance from experienced professionals to support
the good governance of the school.

Living School purchased and staffed
two bus runs to the school, drawing on
families from Byron Bay, Suffolk Park,
Lennox/Ballina, Bangalow, Eureka,
Clunes.
The foundation board grew with new
appointments with experience in finance,
management, education.

Administration

To establish the foundation of the school with limited Appointment of key positions for the
funds as we awaited government support.
administration of Living School with the
appointments of an experienced former
school principal as Administration
Manager, the appointment of a systems
administrator, a data manager/
receptionist.
The review and implementation of a whole-school
Introduced Classe365 as our data
SMS, CMS, LMS: Classe365.
management, school management
system.

Artisan Program.

Jabay and School Food Project.

Bus routes to school.

School Board - Guardians of Purpose.

To establish the successful management of
Living School in its first year of operation.

Administration

To establish a management system
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Area

Priorities

Achievements

Administration

To establish a good governance model for reviewing
and implementing policy.

The Guardians of Purpose undertook
good governance training, established
the workings of the Board, outlined
policy development areas of urgency and
created a calendar and review system of

Administration

Newsletter development to inform the community on Living School created a newsletter to
our progress..
celebrate our offerings - this included a
student newsletter, called TOOT - which
was edited by a student in Year 2.
To grow our administration team and resources.
Appointment and designation of roles
with review to manage reception,
management of teaching/learning,
systems and finances, and enrolments.
Creation of online content, systems and lockdown
The successful management of lockdown
requirements.
requirements and school going online utilising Google Suite.

Governance Managent of Policies

Communications

Administration

Office area and systems administration.

Administration

Management of COVID lockdown
requirements

Pedagogy

Appointment of teachers to manage the
syllabuses

Pedagogy

To create online content for COVID lockdown.

Appointment and support of new teachers - as stage- The appointment of staff, including music
based learning/teaching provisions
and visual arts - as well as learning
support. New teacher aides appointed as
classes grew and as student needs were
identified.
Creation of timetables and systems to manage
New timetables that were focused on
and support online learning as well as support for
best practice and allowed students
emergency workers who had children still attending learning experiences that were engaging
the school.
and commensurate with the needs of
home-life. Use of Google Classroom
and Meet to manage the learning online
support systems.
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Area

Priorities

Pedagogy

To offer a new program for Onland Learning to
The successful creation of a new learning
support children and families in the COVID lockdown. program every Friday called Onland
Learning, which included a focus on the
KeyStone themes of Nature, Civilisation,
Phenomena. Creation of Thriver - a
challenge-based learning program.

Pedagogy

To generate for the first time new academic reports
in meeting with NESA and legislative requirements.

Development of Onland Learning

Academic reports and Assessments

Pedagogy

VAST model of Universal Skills.

Pedagogy

Assessment

Pedagogy
Resources

Pedagogy

Teacher training
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Achievements

Living School created academic reports
in the COVID crisis and presented two
annual reports - as well as student led
conferences.
To implement into our teaching/learning programs
Generated the values weekly and
the VAST model of Universal Skills.
outlined the attitudes. Developed the
understanding in staff, teachers, parents
and learners. Initiated Learning Families
as part of the curriculum program
associated with Onland Learning.
Appointed an Advocate for two days a
week.
Assessment tools for mapping and tracking progress Development of Standards of Expectation
in Literacy across the learning stages.
Purchase and integration of ChromeBooks,
document scanner, technology - data screens,
technology - 3D printer, maths equipment,
interactive screen, reading resources, furnishings
and release times.
Professional Development Days linked to mandatory
requirements and Living School learning lenses

The successful purchase and inclusion of
technology across the Stage 2-4 learner
groups.

teacher development and resource
development.
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Area

Priorities

Achievements

Environment

To offer a creative bamboo woven space for learning.

The successful creation of a unique
woven bamboo ceiling

Environment

The construction and implementation of our unique
Train of Thought with Science/Technology, sound
acoustic room, podcasting station and sound editing
suite..
The lease, acquisition and planning for K-4 learning
spaces in the neighbour’s offices.

Successfully completed and opened our
Train of Thought.

Environment
Growth assets

leasing of future growth areas: new warehouse, new
learning platforms, new buildings

Environment

To access public spaces for learning opportunities.

Environment

further develop playspace as part of the campus’
development.

Environment

Recycling and Repurposing

Recycling and waste management in keeping with
the principles of Living School - ie no single use
plastic.

Environment

To invest in solar panels and an inverter.

Finalised the lease of a new large
commercial premises in the CBD of
Lismore, new warehouse playground
space, new bus for mobile classroom,
new dayboat for teaching science on the
river.
leased a drama room from NORPA, an
art workspace from the gallery, access to
the community gardens, use of the local
playing fields.
Increased and opened the play space
for our children to have greater freedom
- including basketball court, handball
court, grassed area, gardens, table tennis
board games.
Created a new recycling focus with
new bins and student engagement to
manage the collection and repurposing
of garbage.
We were one of three parties
internationally to win a new golden
Fronius inverter - in partnership with
SAE.

Development of the Tree Room

Train of Thought

Environment

Learning spaces for all stages

Communal access to learning areas

Play space

Electricity management

Leased and created new learning spaces
to secure growth for future enrolment
options and to open new learning spaces.
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Theme 11: Initiatives promoting respect and responsibility
As a new school, opening for the very first time in 2020 as a K-8
offering, our focus was on establishing our unique emphasis
on the VAST model. This is a graphic representation of our
Universal Qualities for Success. At the roots of this ‘flower’
diagram are three key values - which we refer to as the new3Rs:
Respect, Responsibility and positive/productive Relationships.
The school opened with the collective understanding of a colearning space, where respect and responsibility afforded
greater freedom. Teachers are known by their first names and
there is no formal school uniform. There is a reference back to
the student body when there are ‘rules’ to be considered.
The bus transport raised some social issues. These were
addressed by responsibility cards and seating plans.
Our focus was on explicitly linking the new3Rs values into
our teaching and learning. Via circle time organisation in the
morning (to setup good learning behaviours) and afternoon (to
conclude the schooling day).
Our gatherings (assemblies) focused on teaching a key value
each week, using social stories and video snippets.
Our teachers established values as part of our integrated
morning learning routine.
As our student’s needs were identified, we employed a school
Advocate to support their wellness and to assist teachers in
their understanding and programming, as well as supporting
parents with connections to services from the local area.
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Theme 12: Parent, Teacher and Student Satisfaction for 2020
As a new school, Living School was very focused on capturing the
community’s voice - from its engagement sessions in the local
community, to surveys prior to opening, to suggestion boxes and
regular person-to-person check-ins.
In our first year of operation, this involved student forums, open days,
drop box suggestions, student surveys and interviews. We emphasised
the personal word-of-mouth and feedback tools rather than utilising
system surveys from external agencies.

The growth in enrolments and interest via word-of-mouth indicated our
community satisfaction.
Offering days to draw community together built upon our growing
culture - one of acceptance, pluralism and respect for diversity.

Our online surveys - especially around the COVID lockdown - were via
Google Forms. The use of this survey format allowed us to scale up
our online support and emergency care for students during the COVID
lockdown.
As we developed our teaching programs, we offered surveys for
students. Input was included via discussion, surveys and drop-box
suggestions... as we rolled out new timetables, teaching programs
and staff appointments to develop our unique ‘concept frame’ and our
Onland Learning. Students also had input to decisions around dress
and important aspects of school life, like chewing gum!
Students commented on the need for more sport, and for more
students to grow their friendship opportunities. The introduction of
our Learning Families - a key piece of our vertical connectedness took time to engender with a few different starts. Students wanted to
remain with their horizontal class structures - and did not wish to mix
so freely with younger/older students who were not of their ‘social’
network. Added to this are data gathered from enrolment retention and
growth, attendance at school functions, and teacher retention.
As a small startup with exceptional teachers, we were open to
discussion and input. Teachers were offered new support resources including teacher’s aide, tutors and resources, e.g. maths equipment,
reading resources, furnishings, ICT, etc..
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Theme 13: Summary financial information
The following graphics outline Living School’s income and expenditure for
its inaugural 2020 academic year. The information is derived from Living
School’s consolidated audited financial statements.

Recurrent/capital income

28%

59%

Fees and private income

13%

State recurrent grants

Commonwealth recurrent grants

Recurrent/capital expenditure

10%

40%

Sal aries, allowances and related expenses
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50%

Non-salary expenses

Capital expenditure
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The Education Act requires this Annual Report information be publicly disclosed and to be published and made available online on the school
website.
The requirement is for the 2020 Annual Report to be published by 30 June 2021. The report must also be made available to NESA online.
While the Australian Government requires publication on the internet, it is also a requirement that arrangements are made to provide the
information to those who are unable to access the information online. That is, the school should be able to provide a hard copy of the report to
anyone requesting it. The 2020 Living School Annual report is available in the school front office and on request to the Conductor.
In addition, to formal requirements for publication relating to the annual report, schools should also note information may be requested at any
time by the NSW or Australian Governments and that there is a requirement to have policies and procedures that will facilitate the provision of
data to the Minister if any additional information is required at any time.
[Ref: Registered and Accredited Individual Non Government Schools (NSW) Manual, September 2019 3.10.2]

Additional information that is requested by the Minister must be provided to NESA in an
online or appropriate electronic form unless otherwise agreed by NESA.
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we do not inherit the earth from our ancestors
we borrow it from our children
- Wendell Berry

Living School
67 Conway Street
Lismore, NSW
2480
e: office@living.school
w: living.school
p: 02 5632 1218
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